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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  4 7
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
October 29, 2003   u WEDNESDAY
OVC b-ball
Media Day
Conference preseason rankings
and player of the year selections
announced Tuesday.
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By Jason Essig
S T A F F  W R I T E R
A recent state mandate may
affect education majors within
four years of their graduating
from Eastern.
The new mandate requires
teachers to go through special
training and mentoring programs
in order to obtain a standard
teaching certificate. The state
passed this law 14 months ago, yet
it has still not set up any new
training or mentoring programs.
With this mandate, several teach-
ers just starting their careers
may be in danger of losing their
teaching certificates and jobs
because they have not met these
standards.
Experienced teachers are not
too worried about this mandate
affecting them. Some  feel it will
be helpful for future educators,
but they urge students to be
aware of it. 
Assistant professor of second-
ary education Teresa Freking said
she tells students to ask questions
at future interviews about the
school’s mentoring programs. 
“I tell my students to ask if the
mentoring programs are state
approved,” Freking said. Without
going through a state-approved
mentoring program, some teach-
ers may lose their jobs. 
Some teachers said they feel
mentoring is essential for future
teachers. 
“Mentoring is very important
because teacher mentoring helps
future teachers become more
successful in the future,” said
Audrey T. Edwards, professor of
secondary education. Edwards
also said it was reasonable for
the state to oversee this pro-
gram,because it will be molded
into a better and more efficient
one. 
Like teachers, students are not
too concerned about this matter. 
Jessica Murray, a junior math
major with secondary education,
said she thinks this mandate is a
good thing. 
“I do not think this mandate is a
bad thing because it keeps bad
teachers out and brings in good
teachers who deserve to get paid
for what they are doing,” Murray
said. 
Katie Hochenberg, a senior
physical education major with a
teacher certification, said she felt
Eastern had prepared her for
anything she might face in the
future – including this mandate. 
“I’m not worried about any-
thing now,” Hochenberg said.
“Eastern has done a great job
with their practicum programs
and the hands-on teaching train-
ing.” 
By John Hohenadel
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  R E P O R T E R
One Faculty Senate member
Tuesday thought discussion about
a vote of confidence against the
Board of Trustees could have
spawned from the death of a col-
league.  
Wilson Ogbomo, assistant pro-
fessor of African-American stud-
ies, said he believed the passing of
the late Dr. Luis Clay-Mendez, for-
merly the senate’s recorder, may
have stimulated and fast forward-
ed organized discontent against
the board for the process they
used in the presidential search. 
“My suspicion is that Luis’s
death had some connection about
his feelings on this issue,” Ogbomo
said of Dr. Clay-Mendez, who died
because of a heart attack.  
On Tuesday, Sept. 30, Dr. Clay-
Mendez told three board members
attending the senate meeting he
thought a decision to end the pres-
idential search later that afternoon
would have been an “assassination
of shared governance.”
The board voted 6 to 1 to end the
presidential search a few hours
later. 
On Tuesday, the Faculty Senate
voted 8 to 4 to pass an amended
resolution dealing with their feel-
ings toward the board. Three sena-
tors abstained from the vote.
The majority of the senate did
not agree with the way the presi-
dential search was handled by the
board because they felt shared
governance, or equal campus rep-
resentation, was not followed. 
However, the majority of the
senate eventually agreed on how
to word the resolution.
The original resolution was
viewed by a majority of the facul-
ty members as too harsh. The sen-
ate’s amended resolution, pro-
posed by psychology professor
Steve Scher, was viewed as less
harsh and put an emphasis on
working with the board to patch up
a strained relationship.  
New state mandate could spell trouble for teachers
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Bob Augustine, dean of the Graduate School talks to faculty senate mem-
bers about opening up a search for a job opening in the graduate school,
Tuesday afternoon in the 4040 conference room of Booth Library.  
Faculty Senate 
passes motion:
upset with BOT
u Group’s action not a
vote of confidence 
against board
“I do not think this
mandate is a bad thing
because it keeps bad
teachers out ... ”
—Jessica Murray, junior math major
with secondary education
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D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Ryan Siegel, of the University Development and Recycling committee, points out areas with lighting prob-
lems to Interim President Lou Hencken, around the intersection of Fourth and Grant streets Tuesday
evening during the lightwalk.
By Brian O’Malley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  R E P O R T E R
Representatives from
groups on campus came
together for the 10th annual
“Light Walk” Tuesday, which
fixes problems with lighting
and emergency poles. 
Gary Reed, utilities manag-
er for Facilities Planning and
Management, said he and the
rest of the group found light-
ing problems outside of
McAfee Gym, the Student
Recreation Center and a park-
ing lot on Fourth Street near
Lantz Arena during this year’s
walk.
“I think we got some new
issues here to work on,” Reed
said.
More problems were found
on past walks than on this
year’s walk, Reed said, and
added the event has really ben-
efited the campus. 
“The past Light Walks were
probably twice as long as this
one,” Reed said.
Facilities Planning and
Management depends on stu-
dent information to help locate
problem spots on campus.
“We really like those tips to
where (students) walk at
night,” Reed said, referring to
the number of emergency
poles on campus.
Interim President Lou
Hencken said he would like
more emergency poles to be
added on campus.
“It would be better to have
emergency phones in more
visible areas,” Hencken said.
Chief of the University
Police Department, Adam Due,
said it wouldn’t hurt to add
more emergency poles.
“I think we could use more
phones,” Due said.  “We need
input from the students to
know what paths are used
more.”
Carol Strode, director of
Facilities Planning and
Management, said she would
want emergency poles to be
directly underneath a light
pole so she could see one if she
needs to call the police.
“If I was going for a blue-
light phone, I would want it
under a light,” Strode said.
The list of problem areas on
campus for the walk this year
was small, Strode said.
“Lists were much, much
longer in the past,” Strode
said.
This little light of mine
u Student Government
“Light Walk” spots
problems on campus
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By Dan Renick
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Two university interim posi-
tions and a Luis Clay-Mendez
scholarship for Spanish stu-
dents were discussed by the
Faculty Senate Tuesday.
The senate met with
Graduate School Dean Bob
Augustine and English profes-
sor Richard Sylvia about the
need to fill the interim director
of grants and research position.
Edwin May left the position, and
three volunteers from the facul-
ty have screened applicants for
the appointed interim position,
Sylvia said. 
“It is imperative we fill this
position as soon as possible,” he
said. “So far, five applicants
have interviewed for the posi-
tion.” 
The interviews are open for
all faculty to attend. The
screening committee will make
a choice of the top applicants,
and an appointment will be
made from there. A full search
for the permanent position will
be made in the spring,
Augustine said. 
Blair Lord, provost and vice
president for academic affairs,
also came to hear suggestions
for the appointment of an inter-
im Minority Affairs director.
Lord expressed the difficulty in
finding a director as skilled as
the late Johnetta Jones, the pre-
vious director.
“No one is replaceable,” Lord
said, “but some people are
extraordinarily hard to
replace.” 
An internal search will be
held to find a replacement until
a national search is completed,
Lord said.
The senate discussed the con-
tributions to the Luis Clay-
Mendez scholarship for
Spanish students. Dr. Clay-
Mendez died Oct. 3. 
His wife, Penny Clay, doesn’t
want the money fragmented,
but wants it to be set up as a
perpetual fund awarded each
year, Senate Chair David
Carpenter said. 
Contributions to the fund
should be sent to the Foreign
Language Department.
The senate also appointed a
subcommittee to discuss
Eastern telefund activities.
Senate members include: asso-
ciate recreation professor John
Henry Pommier; English pro-
fessor John Allison; accounting
professor Matthew Monippallil;
and associate chemistry profes-
sor Barbara Lawrence. They
will meet with Jill Nilsen, vice
president of external affairs, to
discuss the pros and cons of
using telefunding to raise
money for the university.
An article featured in The Daily Eastern News Monday incorrectly
named Alan Probst as Charleston’s city manager. Scott Smith, direc-
tor of parks and recreation for the city and interim city manager, is
currently holding that position.
An article in the same edition incorrectly reported five suspects in
a recent fight in front of La Bamba Mexican Restaurant were sched-
uled for jury trials Nov. 17. The court appearnace will be status hear-
ings.
The News regrets the errors.
C O R R E C T I O N S
Faculty Senate 
talks interim
u Group discusses  
positions in grants and
research and Minority
Affairs
“No one is 
replaceable, but some
people are 
extraordinarily hard
to replace.”
—Blair Lord, provost
Happy Hump Day! Actually it’s
not very happy. I have a busted up
leg, and I can hardly hobble my
broken self to any of the events I
have to cover. Ahh well, it’s
almost Halloween so I’m excited
about that. I don’t know about
you, but I’m gonna be Ernest P.
Worrell this year. That’s right, I’m
gonna be the “know-what-I-mean-
Vern” man himself.
Activities for Wednesday
u Cement and Concrete
Technology presentation, 11 a.m.
in room 3111 of Klehm Hall. Barry
Descheneaux is the manager of
product support and development
for Holcim Inc., one of the largest
cement producers in the world.
The presentation is free and open
to the public. Can you smell what
Descheneaux is cookin’?
u Reception to honor pub-
lished faculty, from 3:30 to 5:30
p.m. in the 1895 room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. This event’s
purpose is to honor members of
the College of Sciences and
College of Arts and Humanities
faculty who have had their work
published between Sept. 1, 2002
and Aug. 31, 2003. Who knows,
one day you could have a recep-
tion thrown in honor of your pub-
lication. 
Activity for Thursday 
u “Seven Corpse Menu”
Murder Mystery Dinner, at 6
p.m. on Nov. 1,  at Immaculate
Conception Parish Center, 1920
Richmond Ave. in Mattoon. Why
am I telling you about this now
you ask? Well, you’ve gotta make
reservations by noon on Oct. 31,
so I thought I’d give all interest-
ed parties a heads-up. You’re
welcome. Cash and prizes will be
awarded throughout the evening.
The event is sponsored by the
Mattoon Chamber of Commerce,
and to make reservations, just
call them at 235-5661. Tickets are
$50 per person and $100 per cou-
ple, so if you got the bling, you
can see this thing. Wow, just
shoot me now because that was
as lame as a horse headed for the
glue factory. Ooops, I did it
again.
Activities editor Dan Valenziano can
be reached at cudwv@eiu.edu
W H A T ’ S  
H A P P E N I N ’
Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Hobbling toward Halloween
Fred Hartbank, of Ameren CIPS, replaces a streetlight on Seventh Street just north of Lincoln Avenue Tuesday
morning. Hartbank was replacing lights from a bucket-truck as routine maintenance.
The high life
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  M A T T  W I L L I A M S
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By Tim Martin
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
Two of 10 administrators who
received salary increases because
of additional duties in Fiscal Year
2003 were only given those raises so
they would return to their original
base salaries. 
The Faculty Senate and faculty
union president both previously
expressed concern on why such
raises for additional duties were
given. They learned of the raises
after a Freedom of Information
request was distributed Oct. 21 to
the senate that revealed the increas-
es. A total of $227,975 in salary rais-
es was awarded in FY 03 with
$67,441 being awarded for addition-
al duties to 10 administrators.
Two of those salary increases
were not really raises.
William Weber, the acting associ-
ate vice president for academic
affairs, received an $8,445 raise for
FY 03, but he said in FY 02 he had
only worked 11 months. The
increase resulted from his salary
being calculated again on a 12-
month pay schedule.
Jody Stone, assistant director of
student housing, said his 28.2 per-
cent, $12,537 salary increase result-
ed from money previously received
as a stipend, now had been factored
into his base pay. The base pay
increase actually came in 2001
when the university decided to not
replace one of the assistant direc-
tors of housing, thus reducing the
number of assistant directors from
three to two.
The remaining eight administra-
tors resulted from additional duties
incurred from some departments
folding and merging with another.  
The 10 administrators were listed
as having salary increases for addi-
tional duties on a Freedom of
Information requested by the
American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees.
The president of the faculty union
and the senate previously
expressed desire for clarification of
those salary increases in FY 03
from FY 02 that totaled more than
$67,000.
Most faculty and administrators
did not receive a salary increase for
FY 03 because of the state budget
deficit. 
Charles Delman, president of
University Professionals of Illinois,
the faculty union, said no compara-
ble clause for additional duties is
available to faculty.  
“I’m not saying there isn’t an
explanation for the raises,” math
professor Delman said. “I just
believe the administration should
be more open about its policy deci-
sions.”
The percentage increases for the
additional duties adjustments
ranged from 4 percent to 28.2 per-
cent and $2,700 and $12,537.
Julia Abell, director of Planning
and Institutional Studies, said she
assumed the commencement
office’s fiscal and operational
responsibilities after the late Mr.
Mark Haines retired from his role
as director of commencement. 
Steve Rich, director of Alumni
Services, said his $2,700 salary
increase resulted from one adminis-
trative office merging with his.
Cynthia Nichols, director of Civil
Rights and Diversity, said her staff
has been reduced from 3.88 staff
members in fall 2001 to 2.75 in the
last year. The 3.88 number means
three full-time workers and 88 per-
cent of the work hours from another.
Now, the work that was once done
by four is now done by Nichols,
Robert Miller, associate director of
Civil Rights, and Christy Blew, an
assistant director of Civil Rights.
Nichols said Blew’s position is a tem-
porary full-time one.
Additional duties also found  
According to numbers used by
payroll and that were checked by
Delman, there were 630 faculty
members and academic support
professionals in the UPI bargaining
unit. That group received a total of
$310,191 in salary raises, an aver-
age of $492 per employee, an aver-
age of 1.1 percent in FY 03. Faculty
can only receive pay increases by
promotion or from a teaching
award that can be applied for once
every five years.
Administrative and professional
personnel, consisting of 265
employees, received a total of
$227,975 in salary increases, an
average of $860 per employee.  
“This isn’t new. This has been
going on for a long time,” Delman
said. “Over the years, we haven’t
seen any actions on the part of
administration that would demon-
strate commitment to giving us a
salary that is commending us for
our work.” 
Delman referenced Eastern has
ranked in the upper third in the U.S.
World News & Report the last three
years. Hencken acknowledges the
faculty’s success, but said the
money simply was not there.
“If we had more dollars, we’d
like to do some of these things,”
Hencken said. “It’s unfortunate we
don’t have money to pay additional
salaries for faculty.”
Delman said larger class sizes
are reason enough to validate addi-
tional duties. According to num-
bers from the university’s
Institutional Planning and Studies
Web site, the number of classes
with more than 100 students
jumped from 16 in fall 2001 to 26 in
fall 2002. 
The last thing Hencken wants is
for the faculty to believe they are
not a priority. 
By Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
In previous years, the record
number of attendees to the Haiti
Connection’s Hunger Banquet was
around 105. Tuesday night, about
270 people were in attendance for
the event.
“It was amazing,” said Roy
Lanham, campus minister at the
Newman Catholic Center.
When students walked into the
Center, they were assigned to be a
member of first, second or third-
world countries. 
After everyone had been seat-
ed— first and second-world coun-
tries at tables and the third-world
members on the floor – Lanham
kicked-off the event.
“We’re not play-acting here,” he
said. “We’re looking at the realities
of hunger.”
Lanham said about 800 million
people suffer from chronic hunger,
and 17 people die every minute
from hunger-related issues.
Members of lower-class coun-
tries weren’t allowed to talk to
higher class ones unless they were
first spoken to.
Tables set up for the first-world
countries members were round
and seated about six people. Each
table had its own server, and those
seated were treated to salad, fruit,
rolls, butter, chicken, beans, water
and lemonade. All members of the
second-world section sat at one long
table with only one server.
Members were served beans, rice,
apples and water.
The majority of the attendees as
part of the third-world civilizations
sat on the floor. They only received
rice and water but had to wait in line
to get their meal.
Many members of the first-world
section said they felt uncomfortable
being served as others had to wait
in line for rice and water.
“It kind of makes you feel bad,”
said Valerie Lambert, a sophomore
sociology major.
Nicole Vanderheyden, a sopho-
more English major, also sat in the
first-world section.
“I think it opens your eyes to
what less fortunate people go
through.”
Vanderheyden said she never
thinks about world hunger.
Sarah Crawford, a senior history
major with teacher certification, sat
on the floor throughout the hour-
long event.
“(Citizens of the United States)
are connected to the third-world,”
she said. “We have a responsibility
to the world.”
Lanham addressed the crowd to
end the event, telling onlookers how
the hunger problem can be solved.
“There is no way people in the
first-world could fit everybody at
their table,” he said. “It’s only so big. 
“We have to rethink the table. I
believe sitting in this room is the
answer (to the problem). You all are
part of the solution. That gives me
hope.”
About $740 was raised at the
event and 80 percent of those funds
go to fund projects in Haiti. The
other 20 percent goes to the
Charleston Food Pantry.
Activities Editor Dan Valenziano
can be reached at cudwv@eiu.edu.
Few administrators received raises to return to base salaries
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Roy Lanham, campus minister at the Newman Catholic Center, talks to nearly 270 people who came to Newman for the Hunger Banquet to learn about what students can do, outside of the
United States, to help stop hunger.  
Hunger Banquet sheds light on ravaged countries
My name is Lee Graham. I’m 36
years old, dropped out of Illinois
State University in my second
semester junior year, and I am
currently enrolled in a nursing
program at Mattoon Area Adult
Education Center here in Mattoon. 
I have lived here in the Mattoon-
Charleston area for two years this
November. I’m originally from
Maywood, a west suburb of
Chicago. Unlike Maywood,
Charleston is predominantly
white, considerably smaller and
more conservative. Let’s just say
Charleston is a small town with
small town ways.
Like a lot of small towns, every-
one knows everyone, gossip runs
rapid and news travels fast. To say
the least, out-of-towners are treat-
ed like Americans in Europe–like
unwelcome foreigners–especially
if you add race to the equation. 
For example, when I first moved
to Mattoon, I didn’t have a car and
Mattoon didn’t have a transit sys-
tem. My only choice was to take
cabs to and from work and to run
errands. One day, my cab was fol-
lowed from my neighborhood to
my place of employment by some
of our friendly neighborhood law
enforcement officers. 
The cab was then followed to his
next fare at which time the driver
was detained and questioned as to
who I was, where I’m from and
where exactly in Mattoon I live. 
On another occasion, approxi-
mately a year ago, I was a victim
of a car accident. Actually, I was
walking and struck by a car. My
leg was broken with my fibia
piercing my skin. The pain was
excruciating and the physical ther-
apy that followed was even worse.
But it’s funny the only thing I
remember is how the law enforce-
ment officer treated me when
arrived on the scene. 
I was on the pavement holding
my leg together until paramedics
arrived and the officer wanted the
driver to say that the accident hap-
pened on public property instead
of private property, so  he can give
me, the victim, a ticket for public
intoxication. He never even spoke
to me to get my side of what hap-
pen. He only spoke with the driver
who happen to be white.
I was dumfounded. Why had this
cop totally ignored me and treated
me so insignificantly? I just hap-
pened to be black, but do you think
this could have occurred to any-
one? 
Some might read this column
and say “This cannot be happening
in our community!” and let me be
the first to say everything I said in
this is the truth. I have been denied
housing and job opportunities sole-
ly because of the color of my skin. 
To be totally honest, I really
wanted to believe the fight was
over and situations I’ve encoun-
tered so far didn’t exist anymore,
but, to my surprise, they exist in a
big way.
The latest evidence of this
tragedy that plague our communi-
ty is the melee which happened at
La Bamba Sept. 26 2003. What
should have been a night of cele-
bration with friends and family for
my 36th birthday turned out to be
the worst night on this earth. 
After spending my life trying to
avoid trouble and not end up in this
United States court system, I was
somehow sucked in and now fac-
ing the possibility of tarnishing my
record, which can hinder my
future endeavors in the medical
field.
To make a long story short, a
crowd’s anger was ignited when a
black man was accused of assault-
ing a white woman. To add “gaso-
line to a fire,” a black woman, who
had absolutely had no involvement
with this alleged incident, who
happen to be my sister, was
assaulted  by a white man in retal-
iation. Of course, this should have
been viewed as unacceptable
behavior in both instances, but to
my surprise it wasn’t.
Apparently, the justice for the
white woman is being sought in
our local criminal justice system,
but the opportunity for justice for
my sister will not have the same
consideration. “There was not
enough time,” is the reason give in
our , yes our, preliminary hearing.
Out of over 100 individuals pres-
ent and involved during this inci-
dent, only the five blacks that were
involved, at one point or another,
were arrested. 
Maybe I was there in body only
because my spirit and mind is in
total disbelief. There was so  much
going on and it seemed as though
anger and “aggressive behavior”
were running rampant throughout
the crowd. People in general were
upset by the night’s events, but
only five blacks were held
accountable. The worse part  of
the whole situation is that all 5
blacks are being grouped into one,
when actually the only thing we
really had in common was the
color of our skin.
Enough is enough. I have
endured in two years what some
people don’t withstand in a life-
time. That’s no exaggeration, but I
refuse to feel sorry for myself and
blame everyone else without
pointing first at myself.
I wish I would have been more
aggressive toward putting an end
to this unfair treatment when I
first encountered it.
Please do not get me wrong, I
don’t blindly accuse all whites or
all law enforcement officers.
Believe me, I encountered the neg-
ative and the most positive.
A formal complaint has been
filed with the state-level National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People. We desperately
need someone down here to readi-
ly help us confront this in our com-
munity. 
The minorities in this county
need to know there is support in
the endeavor to deter racial dis-
crimination.
A representative from the
NAACP  encouraged the creation
of a chapter established in Coles
County so individuals will have
somewhere to turn locally with
their problems and not feel alone
and abandoned.
I, for one, feel we need this. I
encourage anyone and everyone
who wants some positive change in
Coles County to help in my endeav-
or to solve this problem. We need
100 individuals to form a chapter
of the NAACP. Please call (217)
581- 5736 for more information.
Remember, the fate you change
could be your own. 
The Residence Hall Association should be com-
mended for the way it has tackled the somewhat
sticky issue of reducing smoking floors through-
out residence halls.
The RHA took its time in coming to a rational
decision based on the will of its constituents – on-
campus residents.
The RHA could have decided to take the route
of an easy solution saving time and effort by
doing nothing or eliminating smoking floors in the
residence halls altogeth-
er, but chose otherwise.
Instead, the RHA
made sure it had all the
necessary research to
make a decision appro-
priate for Eastern’s on-
campus residents. RHA
allowed residents ade-
quate time to voice their
opinion on the matter
and gave each residence
hall the opportunity to
come to its own conclu-
sion to what its residents preferred.
“Everyone had a chance to speak what they
wanted to say,” RHA President Nachel Glynn
said.
Through its research, the RHA found a discrep-
ancy in the amount of non-smoking floors offered
to the amount of residents seeking non-smoking
floors. Because many students classified them-
selves as non-smokers in housing surveys, the
RHA took the logical action of starting the
process of reducing the amount of smoking floors
available.
“We have five times as much smoking allowed
space as there are smokers,” said Mark Hudson,
director of housing and dining. “I think RHA
thought ‘Wow, we need to narrow that down.’”
When the RHA makes its recommendation to
Hudson Friday, its members should feel confident
they are performing the will of on-campus resi-
dents – smokers and non-smokers alike.
Eastern’s on-campus residents should feel
secure in the belief their representatives in RHA
are working hard to represent their best interests.
Kudos to the RHA for its hard work and dedica-
tion to its constituents.  They were able to follow
not only the national, but Eastern trend of slowly
eliminating smoking floors. 
The RHA took a calm, deliberate approach that
should produce excellent results and serve cam-
pus effectively. 
The RHA has a set a standard with this action
that can be a model for future success to all
organizations representing students.
I am an Eastern alumnus
and live near Charleston. 
The Eastern History
Department ought to be
ashamed of at least one arti-
cle published in the current
edition of its journal, called
"Historian." 
One article pertains to the
antiwar movement at Eastern
from 1968 to 1970. Many of
the conclusions in this article
are highly questionable and it
is clear that research for the
article was, at best, deficient.
Here are just a few of the
factual errors: 
The article indicates that
Eastern's enrollment in 1969-
70 was 4,000. This isn't even
close. The correct figure is
about 7,300. 
Also, the article says an
Eastern student (mentioned
by name) was arrested and
convicted of flag desecration.
I have spoken to several peo-
ple familiar with this period,
and all of them believe that
he was not convicted of the
charge. (Incidentally, the arti-
cle itself gives no source of
information that supports the
claim that the student was
actually convicted of flag
desecration.) 
The article also claims that
"several" buildings were
burned down at Southern
Illinois University in 1970.
Only one building was burned
there, and that was in 1969. 
According to the article,
the academic "nature" of
Eastern had changed from
science and math-oriented to
liberal arts oriented. To my
knowledge, this assertion is
utter nonsense. 
An alternative newspaper,
the "Fertilizer," was said to
have been kept a "secret."
This is hogwash. The paper
was widely and publicly dis-
tributed. 
The author makes no effort
to hide his bias. He refers to
strongly antiwar faculty
members as "radical" and he
calls one nonviolent and law-
abiding antiwar student as
"fanatical." 
Students are said to have
openly smoked pot on "hash
Wednesdays." The trouble is
that this didn't occur until
several years later in the
mid-to-late 1970s. 
The article indicates that a
1970 protest was the most
militant at Eastern during the
entire antiwar period. This is
certainly not true. The most
militant definitely took place
in May of 1972. 
These are just a few exam-
ples. I hope in the future we
will see a higher level of
research in the publication. 
Tom McIntire 
Eastern alumnus
Can someone tell me why I
must pay $40 a semester for
Internet service that is slow-
er than dial-up Internet that
I pay $10 a month for at
home?
At school, it takes more
than an hour to check my e-
mail, Web sites and refer-
ences online are not readily
available and more often
than not I’m left staring at
the spinning globe of
Internet Explorer. In fact, I
had to type this message and
turn in a hard copy to The
Daily Eastern News because
I could not even access the
homepage for Eastern’s own
daily newspaper.
If I were paying for this
service at home, I would
have cancelled it and asked
for a refund.
I understand Eastern is
under a crisis for various
budget concerns, and most
of my professors would tell
me to stop crying and then
go into their own “barefoot,
five miles in the snow, uphill
both ways” spiel, but this is
inexcusable.
How is Eastern supposed
to keep up with other univer-
sities  it competes with, and
how are we as students going
to become prepared for con-
tinuing our educations or
competing in the job market
when we have to be frustrat-
ed with an inefficient ITS?
David Ziegler
senior chemistry major
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Lee Graham
Guest columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Race shouldn’t determine treatment
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
History article littered with inaccuracy
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“I have endured in two
years what some people
don’t withstand in a 
lifetime. That’s no 
exaggeration, but I
refuse to feel sorry for
myself and blame 
everyone else without
pointing first at myself.”
Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor
jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The Residence Hall
Association’s
attempts to reduce
smoking floors on
campus.
Our stance
While RHA may not
have the final say, it
managed the issue in
the best way 
possible: by allowing 
students to make the
call,
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
Students
allowed
proper  input
Technology fees don’t
provide adequate
Internet access
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By Carly Mullady 
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Illinois farmers are a couple
weeks away from finishing off a
record yield corn harvest this
year.
Jeff Squibb, spokesman for the
Illinois Department of
Agriculture, said 81 percent of the
corn crop was harvested by the
end of last week. That number
coordinates with the five-year
average.
“Although 81 percent has been
harvested, it is a much larger
crop,” Squibb said. “The 81 per-
cent for this year’s crop is larger
in bushels.”
“This year’s projection is fig-
ured at 167 bushels per acre,
which would surpass the 156
bushels per acre of 1994.”
While the last record state har-
vest was set in ‘94, this year’s pro-
jection vastly exceeds last year’s
harvest.
“If that projection is accurate,
Illinois would harvest 1.87 billion
bushels, which is 25 percent higher
than last year and five percent
higher than the record,” Squibb
said.
Squibb said projections are
determined by how much corn was
planted, weather conditions during
the growing season and other pos-
sible factors.
Kim Holsapple, grain depart-
ment manager for Effingham Clay
Grain Elevator Inc., said factors
worked favorably for this year’s
harvest. Weather allowed for crops
to be planted early, he said.
“I think you would have to
assume it was a good year, weath-
er-wise,” Holsapple said.
Favorable temperatures and
precipitation assisted crop growth
in the state.
“Although it was a dry August,
the corn was already physically
mature enough to handle it,”
Holsapple said.
The prime conditions for plant-
ing and growing corn ensured a
prosperous harvest. Squibb said
the entire crop should be harvest-
ed within the next two weeks.
City Editor Carly Mullady can be
reached at LoisLayne83@aol.com.
Cornucopia of corn cropping up
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Lexe Volk, bookkeeper for Effingham Clay Grain Elevator, located at 100 N. 5th St. in
Charleston, tests a sample of corn taken from a truckload brought into the elevator Tuesday
morning. Volk tests the sample for moisture using a scale and a thermometer.
Senate lobbying for
extension of bar hours
By Kevin Sampier
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
The Student Senate will discuss a resolution
Wednesday recommending bars in Charleston stay open
an hour later.
The resolution asks Mayor Dan Cougill to extend the
operating hours of local bars to 2 a.m., and is authored
by Student Senate Speaker Mike Walsh, Student Body
President Caleb Judy and Student Executive Vice
President Bill Davidson.
“The main concern here is safety,” Walsh said. “If
you’re in a controlled bar environment, you’re being
controlled by the bartender. “If you’re falling down
drunk, you won’t get served, compared to a house party
where getting served more alcohol might happen.” 
Judy said since Champaign and Urbana recently
increased their bar hours, increasing the hour from 1
a.m. to 2 a.m. would keep more students in town. 
Judy said the resolution is “kind of a typical thing
Student Government tries to get passed” because stu-
dents demand it. Judy also said the number of house par-
ties could be reduced if the change is made.  
Student Senate will also discuss a bylaw change,
which if passed, would require a two-thirds vote to end
future senate meetings early. Currently, a majority vote
is required, Walsh said.  
For the last two weeks, senate members voted to
adjourn the meeting early, and Walsh said that needs to
change. Walsh said the authors of the bylaw change
“were getting fed up with our meetings ending early and
as the speaker, I support it.” 
The bylaw change requests “meetings shall adjourn
following the completion of all items of business stated
on the agenda” and “adjournment preceding the com-
pletion of all items of business stated on the agenda may
only occur by a two-thirds majority vote in favor of
early adjournment.” 
Walsh said the Legislative Leadership Committee
voted against the proposed change  during their meeting
Monday. 
“They’re afraid of the precedent this would be set-
ting,” Walsh said of LL, a group composed of executive
Student Senate members.  
The only people to vote for the change during LL were
Walsh and senate members Adam Howell and Ryan
Herdes, the authors of the change. The senate will also
discuss a bylaw change to create a graphic design posi-
tion for Student Government, as well as a change that
would require the Senate Student Relations Committee
chair read the mission statement of groups out loud
seeking Recognized Student Organization status.
“(University Board) has a graphic designer coordina-
tor,” Walsh said. “All the applications they didn’t hire,
they’ve passed on to us.” 
Walsh said if the change is passed, Student
Government would always need to have the position
filled, or it would be in violation of its bylaws. Student
Senate will vote on two pieces of old business. A senate
bill asking for $500 for “Legislative View Books” will be
discussed. 
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Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00 am to 7:00 pm
Friday 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Saturday 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Eastern Illinois University
Books to r e
25% Off
Gear for Sports
Sale Runs Oct. 27- Nov. 2
Contact Lindsey @ 348-1479
Park Place
ROOMMATES WANTED
SPRING OPENINGS
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apts.
I I
, ,    t .
Apartmentss
By Gregory McElroy
A C T I V I T I E S  R E P O R T E R
Martha Tedeschi, curator of
Prints and Drawings at the Art
Institute of Chicago, will present
“Whistler’s Mother in Popular
Culture” Wednesday evening.  
The lecture will be based on
how the painting has gone from
modern art to a pop icon.
“This is the 100th anniversary
of the death of James Whistler,”
said Michael Watts, director of
the Tarble Arts Center. “Many
publications have been put out
of different inscriptions of the
famous painting. We just
thought we would jump on the
bandwagon and bring Martha
and this presentation here to
Eastern.”
Tedeschi, a Whistler Scholar,
ranks “Whistler’s Mother” as
one of a handful of paintings or
works of art that has risen
above the realm of art and hase
fully crossed over into popular
culture.
“Over the past century,
‘Whistler’s Mother’ has been
revered, reviled and
revamped,” Tedeschi said in a
previous interview.  
“It’s very familiarity is an
invitation to inscribe on it
words and meanings updated
for the issues of each new gen-
eration.”
Tedeschi also contributed to
the book “Whistler’s Mother: An
American Icon.”  She has
served as general editor with
Harriet K. Stratis on The
Lithographs of James McNeil
Whistler: A Catalogue Raisonne;
Correspondence & Technical
Studies, which received the
George Wittenborn Award for
Art Publications in 1999.  She
also collaborated with Britt
Salven on Songs on Stone:
James McNeil Whistler and the
Art of Lithography in 1998.
“It didn’t take much for us to
get Martha to come here,” Watts
said.  “We just went through
possible dates that she could
come, and we were able to set
something up.”  
“I think this will be a very
enlightening experience for
those who will attend.”
The lecture will take place in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union at 7 p.m.
Admission is free, and is open to
the public.
By Carly Mullady
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Recent local acts of vandalism
have been repaired at others’
costs and the search for vandals
continues.
During the Tuesday, Oct. 21
Charleston City Council meeting,
Mayor Dan Cougill addressed
the defacing of public property
at the Kiwanis Park Bandshell
that occurred the night before
the meeting and the vandalism of
two local cemeteries.
Gravestones were damaged in
both Chambers’ Cemetery and
Old City Cemetery near the
Coles County Fairgrounds along
Madison Avenue.
Cougill said the bandshell was
cleaned up in time for a band’s
performance that night.
During the council meeting, he
said the vandals are “desecrating
property” and “spending taxpay-
ers’ money” to pay for repairs.
Kiwanis Park has fallen victim
to vandalism in the past, Cougill
said, with three to four door han-
dles broken last summer. 
Those doors had to be
replaced, costing the city several
hundred dollars.
Cougill said cemetery repairs
do not fall into city costs, but into
the township’s hands.
“Adams’ Memorials is always
good about donating time and
materials to fix things,” Cougill
said. Wendell Adams,  owner of
Adams’ Memorials, said the
cemeteries were vandalized
sometime before Oct. 17, when
president of Chambers’
Cemetery, Jack Chambers,
noticed the damages and report-
ed the vandalism to police.
Tablet gravestones were
snapped at ground level, while
larger ones were knocked over.
“There were probably six or
seven large stones and maybe six
tablets broken,” Adams said.
Many of the bigger stones suf-
fered little damage and could be
repaired fairly inexpensively
with a strong glue.
“Some of them would have to
be replaced to repair,” he said.
“That cost could be a great deal.”
Larger marble stones, like
those located in the Old City
Cemetery, could cost a couple
thousand dollars to repair or
replace.
“They have been repaired to
the best that we can do them,”
Adams said. “Everything is back
up.”
For the most part, he said, no
living family members of the
deceased were able to see the
vandalism.
“Most of the vandalized grave-
stones were older stones for peo-
ple that have been tied in with
the history of Charleston,”
Adams said.
The gravestones were immedi-
ately repaired and Adams said no
problems have since occurred in
the cemeteries. Cougill said the
Charleston Police Department is
investigating the recent vandal-
ism and said residents should
report any suspicious behavior.
City Editor Carly Mullady can be
reached at
LoisLayne83@aol.com.
Taxpayer money funneled toward damaged gravestones 
Police continue their
search for perpetrators
Scholar will detail famous painting’s evolution 
“Whistler’s Mother” is one of the handful of paintings that has risen
above the realm of art and crossed into popular culture.
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Now Renting For august 2004
Excellent Quality & Perfect Location!!!
*brand new - next to eiu
on 9th street
(Under Construction Now)
don’t miss out....Call Today!!
345-5022
Unique Homes Properties
South West
**parking, hot tubs, games, exercise equipment,
laundry facility, & beautifully furnished**
Run A 2x3 or larger in Mondays Paper
Get 2 free inches to use towards an ad
in Tuesdays Paper.
Call an Ad Rep at 581-2816
for information
We’re Sticking Our Necks Out for You
To Save!!
“I would much prefer to build
bridges rather than fences,”
Sociology professor Reed
Benedict said of the first draft of
the resolution. “This resolution is
a fence.”
“We don’t need to build con-
stantly,” Technology professor
Mori Toosi said. “If you knock
down weak bridges, that may help
to build stronger ones.”
English professor John Allison,
who motioned the senate consider
discussing a vote of confidence
against the board Tuesday, Oct. 7,
was firm in his draft of the reso-
lution throughout the meeting.
Allison talked out of turn more
than once to grind his point into
his colleagues’ heads. 
“The formal point of the resolu-
tion should be strong,” Allison
said. “The board’s action in
regards to the presidential search
was quite disappointing.”
Chemistry professor Barbara
Lawrence, Toosi and mathematics
professor Leo Comerford agreed
the senate should take a strong
stance when dealing with the
board. 
“I favor the original language,”
Comerford said. “I’m angry. The
board showed a clear disregard
for shared governance.”
Lawrence said she talked to Dr.
Clay-Mendez before he died about
the original presidential search.
She said Dr. Clay-Mendez told her
there were some serious prob-
lems with the way it was held.
“My conversation with Luis
made me think this isn’t an isolat-
ed incident,” Lawrence said. 
“I think Luis is missed by all of
us,” Scher said. “But I also think
his vote is no longer one that can
be passed.”
Faculty Senate Chair David
Carpenter brought a resolution
written by Dr. Clay-Mendez
before he died in regards to the
board. He explained Dr. Clay-
Mendez planned to bring it to the
senate the week after Board of
Trustees Chair Nate Anderson
came to visit. 
However, accounting professor
Matthew Monippallil backed the
board. He was around during the
last faculty contract negotiations
and he said he reminded the sen-
ate that former Eastern President
Carol Surles would not budge.
The board stepped in and got the
faculty a raise. Three of those
board members are still on the
board today.  
“These people are friends and
supporters of the faculty and the
institution,” Monippallil said. He
is disappointed in how the board
handled the presidential search,
but explained he’s not prepared
to convert his disappointment
into words. 
And yet, Toosi added that it is
in the board’s job description to
help the institution — which
includes the faculty — to
advance.
Biology professor Bud Fischer
said he understands everyone’s
disappointment. However, he
explained he did not want the res-
olution sent to the board with so
much negativity.  
“Two years down the line
(when Eastern has to search for a
new president) I don’t want to
have candidates turn down the
job because this institution is one
that can’t get along,” Fischer
said. 
Scher agreed acting in anger is
not the best way to proceed.
He compared the senate’s first
resolution to a student upset with
a test grade.
“Is the board going to respond
better to a resolution that slams
the test down on the desk and
says ‘goddamn it?’ ” Scher ques-
tioned. “If we throw spears they
will put up their shields. 
“We have to bear that in mind
and be pragmatic.”
By Steve Cook
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The third graders of Carl
Sandburg Elementary School
found their heroes.
These heroes were found with
in-depth research, interactive web
construction and actual face-time
with real-life leaders, courtesy of
Eastern’s faculty and student body
last Friday.
Project WOW, an acronym for
Wonders of Wisdom, is an 11-
month-old program developed to
provide third graders with educa-
tional information from several
different walks of life. WOW was
implemented by Carl Sandburg
Elementary teachers, Kathy Miller
and Lou Conwell, and Judith
Barford, assistant professor of
early development, elementary
and middle level education.
Participating students learned
from their choice of heroes hailing
from eight different intelligence
fields, ranging from the world of
music to math and science.
Last Friday, the third graders
visited Eastern’s campus and shad-
owed an Eastern faculty member
or student representing each of
Project WOW’s intelligence fields.
“The mini-field trip went really
well,” Barford said. “This trip, and
the program in general, gives the
children a well-rounded approach
to their interests and abilities.
“The program teaches value
based social studies curriculum
that involves teamwork, computer
enhancement and the opportunity
to study their heroes in-depth.”
The third graders were paired
into groups of three or four and led
by one or two Eastern students
currently enrolled in a social stud-
ies methods class. The third
graders were taught about various
world heroes from the eight differ-
ent fields of study. Finally, the chil-
dren selected which field they
would like to focus on.
Participating Eastern faculty
members varied in their teaching
methods.
Biology professor Steve
Malehorn introduced his group to
the wonders of nature by touring
Eastern’s greenhouse while
cycling enthusiast and Physics
Department Chair Keith Andrew
dressed in complete biker gear and
talked to the children about cyclist
Lance Armstrong, five-time Tour
de France champion.
The third graders weren’t the
only ones learning and gaining on-
hand experience.
Student volunteer Marcy
Flessner, a senior elementary edu-
cation major, saw the program as
an excellent way to learn about
working with elementary students.
“I gained a lot of experience by
participating in the project,”
Flessner said. “It gave me the
opportunity to let my own ideas
and practices take form while get-
ting away from the restrictions of
the classroom.
“It was also exciting to see the
children learning about their
heroes.”
WOW’s focus is not limited to
exposing students to local heroes.
The program also brings attention
to American heroes.
“It’s all been an effort to instill
patriotism in the children,”
Barford said. “It’s important that
these children possess a certain
feeling of patriotism at a young
age.”
Senate:
Faculty Senate passes
motion stating they’re
upset  about BOT’s
actions
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Third graders find modern day heroes at Eastern
Resident Assistant applications
for Fall 2004 now available. Click
on the RA App;ication link at
w w w . e i u . e d u / ~ h o u s i n g .
Informational sessions for those
interested in applying: Monday,
October 27 6pm Stevenson lobby.
Tuesday, October, 28 6pm. Call
Doug with questions 581-7689
________________________10/28
Night Owls who like independence
and responsibility may wish to take
this opportunity to earn money,
NOw hiring mid-8am shift to work
with adults with developmental
disabilities in a group home setting.
Paid training provided. Apply in
person at Tull House, 1911 18th
St., Charleston, 345-3552.
________________________10/31
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEED-
ED no exp. required, all looks and
ages. Earn $100-$500 per day1-
888-820-0167 x u171.
________________________11/7
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMES-
TER: Part time and full time posi-
tions seeking candidate for order
entry. Strong keyboarding skills a
plus, must possess excellent
communication skills, experience
with phone sales helpful.
Scheduling flexible. Apply at
Scholastic Recognition, Inc. 5955
Park Drive, Charleston. For direc-
tions call 345-9194
________________________11/21
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: Hiring for second
semester part time and full time
positions, proof readers/copy set-
ters. Must posess command of
English language and ability to
discern mistakes in text quickly
and accurately. Experience with
quark and/or pagemaker a plus.
Scheduling flexible. Apply at
Scholastic Recogniton, Inc. 5955
Park Drive, Charleston. For direc-
tions call 345-9194
________________________11/21
Bartender trainees needed.  $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
________________________1/22
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service /  inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 345-
1303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partner-
ship with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADU-
ATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303 
__________________________00
Fall ‘04 2 Bedroom home.
Excellent location, A/C,
Washer/Dryer. NO PETS. $500
month. 345-5037
________________________10/29
4 Bedroom, central air, dishwasher,
trash included 345-7244 2
Bedroom duplex, W & D, water.
and trash included. $350 345-7244
________________________10/31
4 Bedroom, 2 full bath house.
Moving in December, must sign
by then. $210/person. Close to
EIU and nightlife. 549-6120
________________________10/31
Available Dec. 03. 4 bedroom
house. 2 full bath, W/D, trash
included. Close to EIU & nightlife.
$175/person, flexible lease, pets
ok. 549-6120
________________________11/07
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouse
available January 2004 for 2 to 5
tenants. Bargin price! 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, JIm Wood,
Realtor.
________________________11/21
Leasing for 2004: 2 bedroom
completely furnished, newly
remodeled. DSL furnished. NO
pets. 917 4th Street 235-0405 or
317-3085.
________________________11/21
3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks
from campus. $235 each per
month. 345-3554
________________________12/3
Brittany Ridge: 4 bedroom for 4 or
5 people. 2 1/2 bath, dishwasher,
washer/dryer, DSL. Great floor
plan. Local, Responsive landlord.
$210/person 348-8886, leave
message.
________________________12/15
LEASING FOR FALL 2004-stu-
dent houses, 3-6 students, close
to campus, ex cond, parking
included, NO Pets, 345-7286
__________________________00
Sub-lease 1 BR Apt. Clean and
close to campus. Very spacious
with big balcony. Parking/trash
included. Available spring semes-
ter. 7th st. Park Place.
__________________________00
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533
__________________________00
Exceptionally economical! 1 bed-
room apt. with loft. Furnished for
a single or couple. $375 month.
For one or $430 month for two. 1
block north of O’Brian Fild. For
school year 2004-2005. Call John
345-8350
__________________________00
Beautiful two story house fur-
nished for 7-8 girls. Hardwood
floors, furnished including new
leather furniture. 2 1/2 baths, full
basement with washer and dyer,
central air, large yard. For school
year 2004-2005; $285 each. One
block north of O’Brien field. Call
Jan 345-8350
Girls: FURNISHED houses for
2003-2004. 1/2 block from Rec.
Center. W/D, Central air, 10 mo.
lease. 345-5048
__________________________00
PANTHER PADS has 2,3,4,5,6,8,
and 11 bedroom, unfurnished
houses for rent 2004-2005. 1-2
blocks from campus. CLEAN and
WELL MAINTAINED. No pets, 12
months lease. Call 345-3148 or
check us out at www.panther-
pads.com.
__________________________00
“Listed as top landlord for 2003 in
Eastern News!”1 Bedroom apts.
for August 04-05. PP&W PROP-
ERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT LOCA-
TIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1 1/2
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2 person leases.
Central heat & A/C, laundry facili-
ty. Trash service and off street
parking included. Perfect for seri-
ous student or couples. 348-8249
__________________________00
2004-2005 1 & 2 Bdrm furnished
apts. Trash & water paid. 10 mo.
lease. No pets.  345-5048.
__________________________00
2004-2005 2 bdrm furnished
townhouse. Central Air, garbage
disposal, laundry on premise.
1521 1st. 345-5048
__________________________00
2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal,
laundry on premise. 1521 1st
345-5048
__________________________00
FOR RENT FOR 2004. 5/4/3/2
BEDROOM HOUSES. 2 BED-
ROOM, 2 BATH APARTMENTS.
1026 EDGAR. 348-5032
__________________________00
For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bed-
room houses. Excellent locations,
cable internet hook-ups in every
bedroom. Washer and Dryer
hookup. 275-300 per person. Call
345-0652
__________________________00
BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm
now available. FOR SPRING
2004. Call 345-1266
__________________________00
04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
345-6100.
__________________________00
JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO, CEILING FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.
__________________________00
Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04.
Parking/trash incl., laundry on
premises, locally owned, by EIU
police.  Call 348-0673 leave a
msg.
__________________________00
BUZZARD STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________________________00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-
5048
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new fur-
niture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583
__________________________00
Girl wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
park. Call 348-5427
__________________________00
AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR
APT-Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrig,
Microwave, Dishwasher. Trash
Pd. $450 mo. 117 W. Polk. Ph.
348-7746. www.charlestoni-
lapts.com
__________________________00
Available Summer & Fall 2004.
Extremely nice 2&3 bedrooms,
with one or two baths. Apts. and
homes.Washer & dryer included.
No pets. Close to campus. Littiker
Rental 345-9267
________________________10/24 
1989 Honda Accord.
Sunroof, AC, 5 speed. Great
shape. cfjh@ eiu.edu
______________________10/31
For Sale: Fender Bassman
25 amp. 346-2793 Best offer,
Brand new.
______________________10/29
Roommates wanted,
$295/month. Call Lindsey
348.1479
________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR fur-
nished apartments. $290 per
person. 1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-
3583
________________________00
1 or 2 roommates needed,
partly furnished house on
First st., $ 250/month call
549-6477
________________________11/5
5 BR House on 1st street,
campus side, needs 1 female
roommate. $200 plus split
utilities. Call 847-894-8863.
________________________11/7
3 BR. Apt. 7th street, cam-
pus side needs 1 male roo-
mate. $ 260 plus split utili-
ties. Call 217-512-0482
________________________11/4
Girl wanted to share 2 bdrm
apt. 2210 9th, has balcony.
$275/month Call (773)218-
0431
______________________11/10
Female sublessor needed for
Spring. 3 bedroom apt, own
bedroom w/ sink vanity, low
utilities. East of Old Main
next to Joey’s. Call Jamie @
348-9301.
______________________11/22
Congratulations Lindsey
Smith of TRI SIGMA on get-
ting lavaiered to John Oliver
of Lamda Chi Alpha
______________________10/29
The majority of EIU stu-
dents drink 0,1,2,3, or 4
drinks per week (n= 471 rep-
resentative EIU students).
______________________10/31
92% of EIU students think
people risk harm if they con-
sume alcohol prior to sexual
activity (471= representa-
tive EIU students).
______________________10/31
70% of EIU students drink
one day a week or less, or not
at all (471= representative
EIU students). 
______________________10/31
What happens when you mix
ectasy and alcohol? Find
this, and other useful infor-
mation at MYSTUDENT-
BODY.com Type in eiu as
your school code!
______________________10/31
In search of health informa-
tion? Stop by the Health
Education Resource Center
on the 3rd floor of the
Student services building to
see our brochures, flyers,
books, and videos. Open
8am-4pm. M-F
______________________10/31
Safety belts save an estimat-
ed 9,500 lives in America
each year. Buckle Up
Eastern
________________________11/8
Every hour someone dies in
a crash simply from not
buckling up.... Are you buck-
led up?
________________________11/8
Time is running out! Get
your free flu shots at Health
Service any weekday from
8-4.
________________________11/8
Traffic crashes claim the
lives of more than 40,000
Americans each year..... Are
you buckled up?
________________________11/8
Stop smoking now! Contact
the Health Education
Resource Center at 581-7786
to find  more about our
Crash Course to Quit
Smoking!
______________________10/29
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H E L P  W A N T E D F O R  R E N T F O R  R E N T F O R  R E N T F O R  R E N T
C A M P U S  C L I P S
UNIVERSITY HOUSING: Resident Assistant Selection Informational
10/28 at 6pm in Andrews basement. Informational session for those
interested in being an RA for Fall 2004. Applications due 12/05/03.
www.eiu.edu/~housing
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
F O R  R E N T
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
R O O M M A T E S
F O R  S A L E
S U B L E S S O R S
P E R S O N A L S
ACROSS
1Last call?
5Bite at the
ballpark
10Berra had a
hand in it
14“Ricochet”
actor, 1991
15Aegean
region
16Mental flash
17What there’s
no such
thing as, for
NASA?
19Twin coun-
try?
20React to
yeast
21Surround
23Served per-
fectly
25“Not right
now”
26Gully
30Chemical
analysis
33The yoke’s
on them
34Actor Werner
35Visited
38Gain weight
faster than?
42Blueprint
addition
43___ breath
44Recital offer-
ing
45Driving force
46Exploded
48Golden
Fleece
hunter
51“Nobody
doesn’t like
___ Lee”
53Catherine the
Great, e.g.
56One who
might ask for
your hand
61Hang around
62Got hip?
64Book before
Nehemiah
65Morning
ringer
66Make-up
artist?
67Give a lewd
look
68They’re out-
standing
69Reproachful
words
DOWN
1Quarrel
2Part of a plot
3Jury member
4Part of a
rose
5Groom-to-be
6Letter carri-
er’s assign-
ment
7New
England’s
Cape ___
8Agreeable
9Gus ___,
“Ain’t We
Got Fun” lyri-
cist
10Lose
11Real dope
12Josh
13Circus
employee
18Low-fat
22Bow of the
silents
24100-meter
runners, e.g.
26Judicial garb
27Jump on the
ice
28Baby beef
29Bankbook
col.
31Airline listing,
for short
32Juice in a 
4-Down
34“Beetle
Bailey” dog
35Winter fall
36Rights org.
37Hit hard
39Steakhouse
order
40Feedbag
morsel
41Expend
45Big gun
46A musical
“B”
47Refrain sylla-
bles
48Precious
stone
49Astound
50Chapel top-
per
52To one side
54Roe source
55Presidents’
Day event
57Pack animal
58Monogram
unit: Abbr.
59Improvise
vocally
60Like some
streets
63Tiny bit
Puzzle by Richard Silvestri
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37
38 39 40 41
42 43 44
45 46 47
48 49 50 51 52
53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63
64 65 66
67 68 69
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0917
TAPSFRANKMITT
ICETIONIAIDEA
FREELAUNCHSIAM
FERMENTENCLOSE
ACEDLATER
RAVINEASSAY
OXENOSKARSAW
BEATTOTHEPAUNCH
ELLBATEDSOLO
MOTORBLEWUP
JASONSARA
EMPRESSPALMIST
WAITHADAHAUNCH
EZRAALARMLIAR
LEERDEBTSETTU
ATTENTION ALL GRADU-
ATING SENIORS! If you
are interested in a yearbook
of your senior year, and are
not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student
Publications office, room
1802 Buzzard Hall, and for
only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they
are published.  Call 581-2812
for more information.
________________________00
Carole’s Piano now accept-
ing new students.  All ages
welcome.  Beginner to
advanced levels.  Call 417-
8685 for more information.
Carole is also available to
play for functions, recitals,
parties and contests.
________________________00
Halloween Time at Spence’s
on Jackson. Low prices, fun
clothes. Open Tuesday-
Saturday 10:30am-5pm 722
Jackson 345-1469.
______________________10/29
Spring Break- Sign up with
Student Express and get
FREE roundtrip airline tick-
ets to over 15 international
destinations- including
Aruba, Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot
spots and more. Why go with
anyone else. LImited offer-
call now. Commission rep
position also available. 800-
787-3787 www.studentex-
press.com
______________________10/31
10,000+ Costumes for
Halloween, Theme parties &
Parades-Reserve yours
now! GRAND BALL-609
Sixth, Charleston. 345-2617
______________________10/31
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Cancun,
Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Florida. Book now
and receive free meals &
parties. Campus Reps want-
ed! 1-800-234-7007 or end-
lesssummertours.com
______________________10/31 
#1 SPRING BREAK COM-
PANY in Acapulco is now
offering 3 destinations! Go
Loco in Acapulco, Party in
Vallarta, or get Crazy in
Cabo- all with BIANCHI-
ROSSI TOURS. Book by
Oct.31-get FREE MEALS!
Organize a group and travel
for FREE. Call for details.
800-875-4525 or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
______________________10/31
A “Reality” Spring Break
2004. Only with Sunsplash
Tours. Featured in the “The
Real Cancun” Movie.
Lowest Prices, Free Meals &
Parties before Nov. 6th, 2
Free Trips for Groups.
www.sunsplashtours.com 1-
800-426-7710.
________________11/07
WINTER AND SPRING
BREAK. SKI AND BEACH
TRIPS ON SALE NOW!
www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE
TODAY!
________________12/15
Spring Break- sign up with
Student Express and get
FREE roundtrip airline tick-
ets to over 15 International
destinations-including
Aruba, Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot
spots and more. Why go with
anyone else. Limited offer-
call now. Commission rep
positions also available. 800-
787-3787. www.studentex-
press.com
______________________11/21
Spring Break 2004. Travel
with STS, America’s #1
Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, and Florida. Now
hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-
800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com
______________________12/11
ACT NOW! Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free. Group dis-
counts for 6+ www.spring-
breakdiscounts.com or 800-
838-8202
______________________01/30
50% off winter items. Log
house resale shop. Go to the
fairgrounds and follow the
signs. 348-8001
________________________00
CITY LIMITS RESTAU-
RANT: Parents Weekend,
Friday and Saturday buffet
and salad bar. Students
bring parents. Show I.D and
receive 10% on entire bill!
Full menu and specials also
available. Beer, wine, and
cocktails.
______________________10/10
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P E R S O N A L S
N O N  S E Q U I T U R B Y  W I L E Y  M I L L E R
B O O N D O C K S B Y  A A R O N  M C G R U D E R
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
A N N O U N C E M E N T SA N N O U N C E M E N T S A N N O U N C E M E N T S A N N O U N C E M E N T S A N N O U N C E M E N T S
CHICAGO (AP) — Many
Illinois voters doubt Gov. Rod
Blagojevich’s ability to handle
the state’s budget problems with-
out increasing sales and income
taxes, a new poll shows.
While campaigning for gover-
nor last year, Blagojevich prom-
ised to balance the budget with-
out raising income and sales
taxes. Then, after his election, he
avoided raising those taxes by
implementing a series of cut-
backs, fee increases and other
fiscal maneuvers.
Now, 52 percent of voters say
they have little or no confidence
that Blagojevich can continue to
keep the promise, a poll commis-
sioned by the Chicago Tribune
found.
Thirty-four percent of voters
said they have some confidence
that the Chicago Democrat can
avoid a tax hike, while 14 percent
said they did not know.
The poll of 700 registered vot-
ers was conducted by Market
Shares Inc.
between Oct.
15 and 20. It
has a margin
of error of
plus or minus
four percent-
age points.
The poll also
showed that 31
percent of vot-
ers believe
that Blagojevich has kept his
promise to reform state govern-
ment. Twenty-nine percent of
voters says he has not kept that
promise, while 40 percent said
they did not know, according to
the poll.
In an interview last week on
WGN-AM, Blagojevich said keep-
ing his promise to not raise sales
and income taxes is important
because it would restore faith
with voters after years of waste-
ful spending and corruption scan-
dals while Republicans ran
Springfield.
“I don’t think those of us in
Illinois should be thinking about
any kind of tax increase at a time
(that’s) in the immediate after-
math of the worst budget deficit
in our state’s history and the
worst corruption scandal in our
state’s history,” Blagojevich said.
The poll showed that 49 per-
cent of voters have a favorable
opinion of Blagojevich as he
reaches the end of his first year
in office, while 22 percent disap-
prove.
Rod Blagojevich
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democratic Rep. Jesse L. Jackson
Jr., son of the one-time White
House hopeful, plans to endorse
Howard Dean for president.
A spokesman for the Illinois
congressman said Tuesday that
Jackson would make the
announcement shortly, expressing
his support for the former
Vermont governor in the nine-way
Democratic race. The lawmaker
hinted at his plans Monday when
he introduced Dean at an event in
Chicago.
Dean “doesn’t put his finger in
the air to test the wind before he
takes a stand,” Jackson spokesman
Frank Watkins said of the candi-
date.
While Dean has built a large fol-
lowing through his Internet-based
campaign, it has been mostly a
white, upscale group. Dean has
pledged to build more support
among core Democratic groups
such as black voters.
DOWNERS GROVE (AP) — A gay music director who
said he was told by church officials to resign or repent
for not taking a chastity vow has decided to step down,
causing a rift in the Presbyterian congregation.
The 350 members of the First Presbyterian Church of
Downers Grove are having their faith tested as they
grapple with questions about religion, homosexuality, sin
and whether to stay with the church.
“I don’t plan on ever setting foot in that church again,”
said Travis Skupien, 16, who said he got involved in the
suburban Chicago church only after meeting Todd Diehl,
43.
He said Diehl, who has worked at the church for most
of the last 13 years, taught him to read music, play piano
and about music theory.
Skupien’s mother, Donna, has not attended services
since Diehl left.
“It has created a lot of turmoil within the church,” she
said. “At this point, we are going to start looking for
another church.”
Diehl said he was forced to quit because remaining
celibate was an unrealistic option.
“As a Christian, I don’t believe in what they’re doing at
all. Jesus said, ‘Judge not,”’ Diehl said.
Voters doubt Blagojevich can avoid raising taxes
BOCA RATON, Fla. (AP)
— Authorities are investi-
gating the death of a 16-
year-old who was shot to
death by a neighbor while
playing a late-night prank.
Mark Drewes and a
friend were knocking on
neighbors’ doors and run-
ning away around midnight
Friday when Jay Steven
Levin said he mistook the 6-
foot-2 teen for a burglar and
“thought he saw something
in Drewes’ hand,” accord-
ing to sheriff’s reports.
Levin answered the
knock on his door armed
with a handgun and shot the
teen, said sheriff’s spokes-
woman Diane Carhart.
Drewes ran and col-
lapsed a few hundred feet
away in front of another
home in the middle-class
neighborhood. He died at a
hospital early Saturday
from a single gunshot
wound.
Levin has not been
arrested. Carhart said
authorities were in contact
with the 40-year-old busi-
nessman.
The state attorney’s
office could file charges
against Levin, seek an
indictment from a grand
jury or decide not to go on
with a case against him,
said spokesman Mike
Edmondson.
He said homeowners
have a right to protect
themselves, but not uncon-
ditionally.
“If someone is on your
property and you are in a
shouting match, you can’t
just pull out a gun and shoot
them,” he said.
Neighbors were in disbe-
lief over Drewes’ death.
Outside his home Monday a
sign read, “We love you
Mark. We will always
remember you.”
“It’s tragic. Teenagers
are going to be teenagers.
They are going to pull
pranks,” said neighbor
Barry Hahn. “I don’t think
the proper response is to
shoot a gun.”
No one answered the
door or phone at Levin’s
home on Monday. Drewes’
family spent the afternoon
planning a memorial serv-
ice for Wednesday.
Teen death under
investigation
Director steps down
Jesse Jackson Jr. to endorse Howard Dean
Ryan Herdes, chair of the university development and
recycling committee for Student Senate, said the list of prob-
lem areas is made every year by the committee.
Earlier in the semester, the committee walked around cam-
pus looking for problems with lighting, trees needing trim-
ming or anything that could affect students, Herdes said.
“We get some tangible information from students,” Herdes
said.
Ryan Siegel, member of the committee and leader of the
walk, said he invited Reed, Strode and Hencken to solve prob-
lems that need fixing.
“(The Light Walk) identifies places that either need more
light or can cut back some savings to the university,” Siegel
said.
Lights on campus need to be replaced on a regular bases to
prevent darkness because “we’ve had a number of lights burn
out in the last two weeks,” Siegel said.
Committee members Jonathan Voyt and Lisa Hall said it
was their first walk and were impressed Hencken came along
on the walk.
“You got the president coming out and that’s a major step
right there,” Voyt said.  “It says a lot about the university.”
“Not only was the president kind of involved, he was notic-
ing things himself,” Hall said.
Hencken said he was happy to be a part of the event.
“I’m glad I came along,” Hencken said.
Light:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
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Great Low Prices!!!
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am
Call 581-3616
to place your order
Doughnuts Are On Sale in the 
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON’T MISS OUT!!
$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45¢ Single Donut
$800 Bud & Bud Lights Buckets
GIVEAWAYS & PRIZES
4 O.A,R. tickets
110 gallons of Jello-What’s more fun than that?
Glow in the Dark 
Jello Wrestling
Haunted
Fairgrounds
October 29, 30, 31
7-11 pm
Adults — $4
Children under 12 — $3
Located in the Merchant Building 
at the Coles County Fairgrounds 
(Corner of E Street 
and Old State Road) 
Presented by the Charleston Jaycees
Ride the Shuttle Bus!
Ride Free Every Thursday to Mothers,
Roc’s, Mike & Stan’s and the Uptowner
check out www.yourmothersbar.com for details
“Party @ the bars on the Square”
Want to
SCARE
the 
Competition
away?
Advertise
in the
DEN
Today!
Men’s Basketball:
No Panther players received all-
conference selections  at media
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
The Governors return all five starters from a
squad that recorded the program’s second-highest
win total with a 23-8 record. Austin Peay received
18 of the 22 first place votes and
198 points to take the preseason
title. 
“We do return a number of key
players – we’ve got our top eight
guys back,” Governors head
coach Dave Loos said. 
“But I have been in this league
a long time, and I have been
picked to finish first and didn’t. I
have also been where my team
has been picked fifth and won.”
The Governors will essentially be representing
the OVC in the ESPN Bracket Buster series this
season where they will be scheduled with another
powerhouse mid-major school.
Morehead State was chosen for second, earning
three first-place votes and 172 points, while peren-
nial OVC contender Murray State claimed the
remaining first-place vote to finish third with 168
points. Rounding out the preseason picks were
Southeast Missouri, Tennessee Tech, Tennessee-
Martin, new OVC member Samford, Eastern
Kentucky, Eastern Illinois, new OVC member
Jacksonville State and Tennessee State.
Preseason conference player of the year honors
were given to Morehead State guard Ricky Minard.
The 6-foot-4 Minard led the Eagles in scoring for
the third con-
secutive year,
ranking sec-
ond in the
league and
12th national-
ly a year ago
with a 22.5
scoring aver-
age. A two-
time unani-
mous first team All-OVC honoree, he reached dou-
ble figures in 28 of 29 contests, topping the 30-point
mark six times and twice exceeding 40 points.
Minard came back to the OVC this summer after
pulling himself out of the 2003 NBA Draft.
Jones:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
He probably hopes that the big body of transfer Aaron Harrison will
open up the post.  All 6-foot-9 inches and 290 pounds of Harris could pro-
vide the Panthers with a dominant low-post presence.
But the question marks that surround this team have already started
as Harris has gone down with a Jones fracture in his left foot.  
So who can actually predict what will happen with this team?
There are too many unknowns right now for any preseason poll to
actually give a fair look at the team.
So take what the pollsters say this week with a grain of salt, because
not very many people can figure out what this team is going to present
this year.“I’ve been in this league a long time,
and I have been picked to finish first
and didn’t.”
— Dave Roos, Austin Peay head basketball coach 
2003-2004 Preseason All-OVC first team selections
u Ricky Minard, Morehead State - G/F, 6’4’’, 195 - Sr. - Paris, Ken.
u Adrian Henning, Austin Peay - F, 6’2’’, 210 - Sr. - Memphis, Tenn.
u Cuthbert Victor, Murray State - G/F, 6’5’’, 210 - Sr. - Virgin Islands
u Josh Lewis, Austin Peay - C, 6’8’’, 210 - Sr. -  Lexington, Ken.
u Cameron Crisp, Tennessee Tech - G, 6’4’’, 190 - Sr. - Bolivar, Tenn.
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ΣΠ
The Men of Sigma Pi
would like to thank
Laney Nichols
of ∆Ζ
for being our sweetheart
and
Megan Annerino
of ΑΦ
for being our new sweetheart
WEDNESDAY @
Open
11amBacon Cheeseburger w/ fries $2.99
LADIES NITE!
Big Bottles & Tropical Pitchers
Thur
s
LIVE Party with HO KN EY PUNCH
Village Rentals
~ Renting for 2004-2005
~Well Maintained
~All houses and 
apartments furnished
~Close to campus
~2-4 bed houses & 1,2,3 bed
apts, duplexes available
Call for an appt.
345-2516
Happy 21st Trent!
Hope it’s as good 
as Tom’s!
Haunted Fairgrounds
October 29, 30, & 31
7-11pm
Adults $4
Children 12 & Under $3
At the Coles County Fairgrounds
Presented by the Charleston Jaycees
The wait is finally over,
Happy 21st Birthday
Julie!
Love your girls, Christine,
Staci, Amy, Haley, and Kelly
SCARY MOVIE 3 (PG13) Daily  5:15, 7:45,
10:00
RADIO (PG) Daily  4:30, 7:15, 9:45 
BEYOND BORDERS (R) Daily 4:10, 7:00, 9:50 
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE (R) Daily 5:30,
8:00, 10:20
RUNAWAY JURY (PG13) Daily  3:40, 6:45, 9:40 
GOOD BOY (PG) Daily  4:00, 6:15, 8:30
KILL BILL(R) Daily 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
SCHOOL OF ROCK (PG13) Daily 3:50, 6:30,
9:10
INTOLERABLE CRUELTY (PG13) DAILY 7:00 
SECONDHAND LIONS (PG) DAILY 6:45
It’s Really Something
to CROAK About!
Advertising in the DEN
581-2816
ADVERTISE
581-2816
In the DEN
Caught in the Webb
“I can see him making an impact for this team in the future.” - John Carr
T O P  C A T
By Jon Rule
STAFF WRITER
Vincent Webb’s performances on
the football field over the past two
weeks indicate a bright future for
the Panthers and himself.
Webb has taken advantage of an
opportunity to prove himself after
an unfortunate injury to senior
Honorable Mention All-American
Andre Raymond.
The 5-foot-10-inch, 191-pound red-
shirt freshman may be surprising
his fellow teammates, but is not sur-
prising the Panther coaching staff.
Webb’s 273 all-purpose yards and
two touchdowns in Eastern’s 29-12
homecoming victory over
Tennessee-Martin Saturday earned
the native St. Louisan Ohio Valley
Conference Newcomer Of The
Week honors and ranks as the 14th-
best single game performance in
Panther football history.
Head coach Bob Spoo said Webb’s
performances on the field over the
past week are not unexpected. 
“Vincent is a slashing style run-
ner and a good north to south runner
with excellent balance, quickness
and speed,” he said.
Growing up and living in St. Louis
with his father, who was a boxer
before suffering a career-ending
injury, Webb began boxing under
his father’s direction at the age of
five and started playing organized
football when he was 6 years old.
Webb said
he was a safe-
ty when he
began playing
football at the
age of 6, but
after running
down a player
in the clear,
the coaches
noticed his
speed. He said
he has been a
tailback since
then.
Webb’s ath-
leticism isn’t
the only thing
noticed by the
P a n t h e r
c o a c h i n g
staff. 
“Vincent has a very good work
ethic and is very well-mannered,”
offensive coordinator Jon Carr
said.
Webb credits his humility and
manners to the discipline his father
instilled in him when he was a child.
“I learned a lot of discipline from
my father,” Webb said. “My dad has
always been my role model. I
picked up a lot of his traits.”
Webb’s father’s background as a
boxer has also played an important
role in his off-season preparation.
In the off-season, Webb utilized a
workout program similar to one a
boxer would use when preparing
for a fight.
“The boxing training was hard,
but all in all, it worked out for me
and I think it’s showing on the
field,” Webb said.
Being from St. Louis, Webb is a
big Rams fan and models his style
of play after two of the most prolif-
ic runners in the history of the NFL
and the Rams franchise.
Webb said he styles his play on
the football field after Eric
Dickerson and Marshall Faulk and
has learned a lot from former
Panther All-American J.R. Taylor
and the player he is filling in for.
“Andre (Raymond) has taught
me a lot about staying focused and
humble,” Webb said.
Despite his recent success, Webb
is still hoping to improve his play
on the field.
Spoo said Webb is doing a
tremendous job filling in and Carr
echoed Spoo’s sentiments.
“I want Vincent to continue to
work hard, and I can see him mak-
ing an impact for this team in the
future,” Carr said.
2003 Vincent Webb statistics
Opponent         Rushes Yards TD’s
California (PA) 7 26 0
at. Missouri 8 35 0
Illinois State 3 12 0
at. Indiana State 7 108 1
at. SEMO 5 23 0
Eastern Kentucky 2 14 0
Murray State 21 95 2
Tennessee-Martin 30 206 1
8 total games 83 519 4
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Red-shirt freshman running back Vincent Webb rushes up the field in the
second quarter during Eastern’s 29-12 win against Tennessee-Martin
University Saturday afternoon. 
u Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly
series taking an in-depth look at
Eastern’s top athlete from the previ-
ous week. Winners are selected just
once. Selections are made by The
Daily Eastern News sports staff.
 
By Aaron Seidlitz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Both the men’s and women’s
tennis squads ended their spring
seasons on Monday.  Even though
the members of the two teams
that were sent to the two tourna-
ments didn’t come away with a
victory, the players did manage
to prove themselves against a
high level of competition.
The men and women both par-
ticipated in the ITA Midwest
Championships, which featured
some of the best teams in the
Midwest. The men’s tournament
was hosted by Michigan State in
East Lansing, Mich.  The women
went to Kalamazoo, Mich., with
Western Michigan hosting the
tournament. 
The men sent two seniors, C.J.
Weber and Brandon
Blankenbaker, to compete in the
tournament.  
Blankenbaker won his qualify-
ing match against Indiana State’s
Aaron Phillips 6-2, 6-4.  But he
didn’t find the same kind of suc-
cess in the first round of the
tournament as he was defeated
by Louisville’s Johnny Berrido 6-
3, 6-1.
Weber was more competitive
in his match against Michigan
State’s Chris Mitchell but still
lost 7-5, 7-6 (8).
Weber and Blankenbaker also
competed together in doubles,
but lost to Louisville’s Jeremy
Clark and Jakob Gustafsson by a
score of 8-6.
Even though both the players
Eastern sent to the ITA Midwest
Championships did not come out
on the winning end of their
matches, they did prove to them-
selves and the rest of the team
that they could play well against
schools Eastern normally does
not compete well against.
Players from top conferences
such as the Big 10 and
Conference USA competed at the
championship and gave Eastern
the chance to play against teams
that are highly touted across the
nation.
“While we have seen this kind
of competition over the last cou-
ple of springs, this always helps
our level of competitiveness on
the team,” Eastern coach Brian
Holzgrafe said.
“It helps the kids see that they
belong on the same court as any
team in the nation.  I’ve seen
coaches’ jaws drop after they
realize that the little team from
Eastern can actually play.”
The women didn’t come out of
their tournament with a victory,
but also kept with some tougher
schools.
Eastern’s top woman player
Becky Brunner lost her first
round match and her consolation
round match. Both matches were
close enough to go to a tie break-
er.
Her first match was against
Ball State’s Jessica Thompson
who came from behind to win 4-
6,6-3, 6-4.  In her consolation
round match she lost 6-1, 3-6, 1-0
(8).
“Becky (Brunner) showed how
tough of a player she is in this
tournament,” Holzgrafe said.
“She may have played the worst
I’ve seen her play, but she still
stayed tough throughout both of
her matches and pushed her
opponents as much as she could.
“I would go into battle with
Becky; she is our best player and
fought through her struggles this
weekend and nearly won both
matches.”
Both the men’s and women’s
teams will have to wait until the
middle of January before their
Spring seasons start. Coming out
of these tournaments, Holzgrafe
believes both teams will play
with a newfound confidence
when the spring season begins.
“Eastern tennis is becoming
more respected as we go along,”
Holzgrafe said. “The tradition
we are building is exciting and is
exactly what is needed in a pro-
gram like this.”
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D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
C.J. Weber finished the fall 2003 tennis season with a loss to Michigan
State’s Chris Mitchell in the first round of the ITA Midwest
Championships in Lansing, Mich.
u Eastern men’s and women’s squads learned lessons
as they faced tougher opponents at the season finale
in Great Lakes state of Michigan Monday
Panthers drop in
preseason poll
By Matt Williams
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
The Eastern women’s bas-
ketball team is right where it
was last season at this time —
picked to finish sixth in the
Ohio Valley Conference’s pre-
season poll.
The Panthers were selected
to this position by coaches and
league sports information
directors at the OVC’s media
day Tuesday in Nashville,
Tenn.
Southeast Missouri (10 first-
place votes, 188 points) edged
out last year’s conference
champions Austin Peay (nine
first-place votes, 182 points) by
six points to earn the top spot
in the poll.
Next was Eastern Kentucky
with 167 points, followed by
Tennessee Tech (147) and
Morehead State (106). Eastern
received 100 points, two ahead
of Tennessee-Martin.
Jacksonville State (80), Murray
State (58), Tennessee State (45)
and Samford (39) rounded out
the poll.
Eastern returns four
starters including senior guard
Lauren Dailey who was picked
to Second Team Preseason All-
OVC. Eastern will also see the
return of junior center Pam
O’Connor who sat out last sea-
son with a knee injury.
The other two returning
starters are sophomore guard
Megan Sparks and senior for-
ward Katie Meyers.
Sparks was second on the
team in scoring (11.3 ppg) last
season, earning OVC-All
Freshman honors while
Meyers finished tied with a
team lead 24 blocks in 21
games.
Eastern coach Linda Wunder
said she is looking for a little
more consistency from her
players this year.
“Well, we definitely feel like
we’ve got a lot of experience
coming back for the first time
in quite awhile,” Wunder said.
“The big addition of having
Pam O’Connor back and
healthy — that gives us a huge
presence inside.”
u Panthers predicted to finish sixth in the Ohio
Valley Conference preseason standings  
u The loss of all-time leading scorer Henry
Domercant plummets the Panthers’ OVC preseason
ranking to ninth during media day 
By Matthew Stevens
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
The Ohio Valley Conference
nearly forgot Eastern was playing
men’s basketball this season as
the eighth-oldest conference
received its lowest preseason
ranking in a while.
Coming off a season in which
the Panthers finished fifth in the
conference, Eastern was predict-
ed to finish ninth in the league by
the head coaches and sports infor-
mation directors of the OVC.
The Panthers return only one
starter with senior power for-
ward Jesse Mackinson and will
attempt to mesh together all the
talent by way of junior college
transfers or freshman recruits.
Eastern will be without the
nation’s top five leading scorer
Henry Domercant due to gradua-
tion and will look to replace his 28
points per game this season.
“There’s no question we’re
going to miss Henry,” Eastern
head coach Rick Samuels said.
“I’ve never had any kind of kid
with his work ethic.”
The Panthers’ leading contribu-
tor on offense is expected to be
sophomore Josh Gomes who
became the Eastern’s sixth man
as a true freshman last season.
“I like the blend that we have. I
like the fact that we’ve got some
kids that understand our system,”
Samuels said. “ I don’t even know
who we’re going to have shoot the
ball.”
Eastern also is without a player
on the preseason first and second
teams which is a change of pace
after the individual dominance of
Domercant and Kyle Hill.
“We are bit of an unknown,”
Samuels said.  “When you lose
someone who scores 2,600 points
over his career, you have to won-
der where points are going to
come from.”
The OVC preseason rankings
have the defending conference
champion Austin Peay as the
favorite the win the crown this sea-
son. 
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S T A F F  W R I T E R
Will a lack of
Henry equal
less W’s?
Eastern basketball said
goodbye to Henry Domercant
over the past year, and has
waved goodbye to any sort of
notoriety that the team might
have had entering the new sea-
son.
The 2002-2003 basketball
season entered with high hopes
on the Eastern campus with
seniors such as Domercant,
J.R. Reynolds and Craig Lewis
leading an experienced back
court.  
Many people thought the
Panthers would have an out-
side chance to go to the NCAA
Tournament by winning  the
Ohio Valley Conference and
receiving the automatic bid
that is given to the top team in
the conference.
Eastern came into the year
with moderate predictions for
the team, as they were official-
ly placed fourth in the OVC in
the preseason polls.
This put the team in a posi-
tion to have a solid season and
put themselves at or near the
top of the conference.
But the team went through
an up-and-down season that
ended with the Panthers right
at the .500 mark overall at 14-
14.  Eastern also managed a 9-7
record in the OVC.
Now the Panthers have to
enter the 2003-2004 in a com-
pletely different role.
Instead of having players
who have a bull’s eye on their
backs, they will have players
with relatively little experi-
ence. Eastern will have to be
the surprise of the OVC this
year if it is going to find its
way into the upper echelon of
the conference.
No more Domercant. No
more Reynolds. No more
Lewis.
Who exactly is on this team?
For the most part, the
Panthers consist of unknown
players who will now have the
opportunity to prove them-
selves, it will be a trying year
for head coach Rick Samuels
and his staff.
The preseason polls this year
no longer place Eastern in the
middle of the pack. Instead, the
Panthers find themselves
toward the back of the pack.
Ninth in the conference is what
many of the pollsters have
made as the preseason mark
for Eastern.
One thing Eastern will have
in its favor will be the element
of surprise. If the players
Samuels will put on the court
on a regular basis break out in
a big way, maybe the Panthers
will find the new group to be
an exciting group of young
players.
Everybody knew how
Domercant and his crew
played last year. They took the
up-tempo game when it was
there, but for the most part,
Eastern liked to run the half
court offense.  This allowed for
Domercant to run around the
screens and work himself open
enough for a jump shot.
The offense went through
the highly touted senior last
season.  Now the offense is up
for grabs.
Samuels has the choice of
establishing the post more than
he did last year. 
Panther sports calendar
T H U R S D A Y Volleyball at SEMO 7 p.m.
F R I D A Y Volleyball at Tenn. State 7 p.m.
Swimming Panther Invite 5 p.m. Lantz
M Soccer at Bradley 7 p.m.
W Soccer vs. Austin Peay 2 p.m. Lakeside Field
S A T U R D A Y Football at Tenn. State 1 p.m.
Rugby at Western Kentucky 1 p.m.
 
